Guiding / Tuition for a day is £275 which includes all tackle and equipment and fishing costs. Usually there is a maximum of two guests per guide but there is flexibility should a larger party have partially experienced anglers; please let us know your requirements and we can arrange guides to suit.

All guests require an EA Rod Licence.

David Pilkington – AAPGAI (Single Hand Master & Double Hand Advanced)
David is a fly fishing legend and has been with the hotel for over 40 years.
Tuition for beginners and guiding for anyone.
Single & double handed fly casting.
Saltwater fly fishing.
Fly tying.

Dave Chapman – AAPGAI (Single Hand Professional)
Single handed fly casting.
Tuition for beginners and guiding for anyone.
Sea trout night fishing.
Fly tying.

Tim Smith – AAPGAI (Single Hand Advanced & Double Hand Advanced)
Single & double handed fly casting.
Tuition for beginners and guiding for anyone.
Saltwater fly fishing.
Fly tying.

Dave Matthews - AAPGAI (Single Hand Advanced)
Specialist saltwater tuition & guide.
Single handed fly casting.
Tuition for beginners and guiding for anyone.
Fly tying.

John Fraser – STANIC Level2 Certificate in the Coaching of Angling
Single & double handed fly casting.
Fly tying.
Tuition for beginners and guiding for anyone.
Saltwater fly fishing.
Forty years’ experience fishing the Tamar and Tributaries.
Thirty years of running fly fishing adventures while teaching in a local Launceston secondary school.

Alan Madsen
Guiding for anyone that already has the basics i.e. someone who can fish but would like to get to know and get the best from our beats.
Expert sea trout night guide.